Abstract. The main results of this paper show that serialization is both necessary and sufficient for consistency in concurrent database systems. This is true for both the final database and the views of the database seen by individual transactions. The model of a transaction includes both read and write operations which may be performed in any order (except an entity must be read before being written).
1. Introduction. There has been a lot of activity in the area of database concurrency controls. The goal of concurrency control is to allow transactions accessing a common database to run as concurrently as possible without [1] , [2] , [13] , [14] , [15] . Assumption A5. A value written in the database during the run of the transaction must be considered functionally dependent on all values read, rather than functionally dependent only on those read by the transaction before writing the value. Reason. Data manipulation languages usually permit branching and rewriting values. The control must assume a value written might have been rewritten if values read subsequently had been different.
Assumption A6. Before a transaction can write an entity, it must read the entity.
Reason. The "necessity" results are false without this assumption. (See 11.) Assumption A7. There are no "lost updates." More precisely, the history of changes to a given entity is a sequence of changes, each change overwriting the change made by the preceding transaction in the sequence. Reason. Lost updates are usually considered undesirable. Also, the "necessity" results are false without this assumption. For instance, consider a concurrency control that presents each transaction with the original contents of the database, and, when a transaction terminates, throws out the values it wrote. This concurrency control preserves consistency (since the final database is identical to the initial database), but is not serializable.
We believe Assumptions A1 to A5 to be both reasonable and desirable. Assumption A6 is also reasonable in that most state-of-the-art database systems interface with the operating system and concurrency control by first reading a page from the disk and then perhaps writing the page. Once Assumption A6 is made, we believe Assumption A7 to be both reasonable and desirable. It implies that all but one version of each entity is overwritten. The single version that is not overwritten can be thought of as being retained in a final database produced by the transactions. Therefore every version of the entity is actually "used" in the sense that it is either overwritten or else is the unique "surviving" version of the entity. When we say that serialization is necessary, we mean that in all nonserializable situations, there could be (from the viewpoint of the concurrency control) an inconsistency. Our results do not exclude the possibility that for specific consistency criteria or for specific transactions, consistency may be preserved in nonserializablesituations, and indeed such cases have been considered in the literature [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [11] . This The second question is very important for several reasons:
a) The view of the individual user is the view seen by transactions. A report produced by a transaction which sees an inconsistent view might be regarded by a user as evidence that the database is being mismanaged. b) A transaction may not be properly designed to accommodate "impossible" data, and may behave unpredictably when given an inconsistent view. c) In a system which is always running transactions, there may never be a well-defined "final database," and consistency for individual transactions may be the only meaningful concept.
Previous papers on serialization have concentrated on question 1. Question 2 requires more complex proof techniques because inconsistency must be demonstrated using only that portion of the database that a transaction sees.
Most papers on serializability use the concept of a "schedule of accesses" (or history or log). This concept is not adequate here because of Assumption A4. Instead we use the concept of a "version graph" showing information flow. The version graph might appear inadequate because it does not show the order in which an individual transaction makes its requests. However, the order of requests is irrelevant because of Assumption A5. We examine this issue more closely in 12.
The early work of [5] is based on "schedules." A schedule is defined to be consistent if it is serializable, and a database state is defined to be consistent if it satisfies a set of consistency constraints. The authors note that if the initial database state is consistent and if each transaction transforms a consistent state into a consistent state, then serializable schedules maintain consistency. From a schedule, they construct a "dependency" relation that is similar to the "augmented version graph" of this paper, and show that the schedule is serializable if and only if the dependency relation is acyclic.
Kung and Papadimitriou [10] show that for systems with only one type of access, which is a combined read-write access, a "schedule" maintains full database consistency if and only if it is serializable. They do not address the consistency of the view seen by individual transactions. The model in [10] differs from ours in Assumptions A1 and A5. In each case, we are making the more general assumption.
Casanova [3] and Casanova and Bernstein [4] This definition of consistency allows for an arbitrary classification of database states being "consistent" or "inconsistent." There is no need to compute C, and in fact our interest is in controls which work for arbitrary criteria (Assumption A2).
It is our opinion that this definition is too weak to capture all aspects of preserving consistency. However, it serves the purposes of this paper very well, since this weak definition already gives the strongest possible result, namely that serialization is necessary. 4 and is considered to have overwritten entity e. A transaction node that is not a writer is called a read-only transaction node. A node that is either I or a writing transaction node is said to be a producer node, and is considered to produce the value of some entity. Producer node I is considered to produce an initial value for each entity. A writing transaction node q with an entering edge labelled We is considered to produce a value for entity e. The entity value produced by q is considered to overwrite the value produced by the node exited by the edge (from Definition 5.1(e) this node produces a value for entity e).
As an example, Fig. 1 shows a version graph with E { a,/3, y}. For convenience, the transaction nodes have been labelled with transaction names. From the graph it is evident that transaction a reads and writes entity set {a}, transaction b reads {a, y} and writes {3,}, and transaction c reads {a, 3'} and writes the null set. Entity/3 is not accessed. The edge labelled R from a to c means that c reads the version of entity a that transaction a wrote. The edges of a version graph can be considered to represent "information flow relations." For each e in E there is a relation Re such that xReq holds if the version graph contains an edge labelled Re from node x to node q, and signifies that the value of e produced by x was read by q. Relation xWeq holds if the version graph contains an edge labelled We from node x to node q, and signifies that the value of e created by x was changed by q. Proof. The portion of the chain from I to x is the same in both graphs. [3 Certain ancestor subgraphs, defined below, play a key role in database consistency. DEFINITION 6.4. Let G be a version graph. For each node x of G, the ancestor subgraph of G for {x} is called the individual version graph (ivg) for x in G, and is denoted as ivg (G, x).
Let WRITERS be the set of nodes of G having an entering edge labelled We for some e. Define the writers version graph for G to be the ancestor subgraph for WRITERS. For version graph G and entity e, define chainend (G, e) as the last node in G on the chain (see Definition 5.1(f)) for e. Define ivg (G, e) as ivg (G, chainend (G, e)).
As an example, consider the version graph, G, of Fig. 1 . The individual version graph for transaction c, i.e. ivg (G, c), is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The writers version graph is shown in Fig. 2(b) . Also note that chainend (G, a)= a, chainend (G,/3) =/, and chainend (G, 7)= b. Proof. The augmented individual version graph for each writing transaction is a subgraph of the augmented writers version graph and must also be acyclic. The conclusion is then immediate from the theorem.
There remains transaction c which only read and did not write during its execution. The augmented individual version graph for c is shown in Fig. 2(d) and is acyclic. The one order satisfying Lemma 7.5 is/, a, c and transaction c is matched to the result of applying transaction a to the initial database. Now look at the augmented version graph itself. It is shown in Fig. 2(c) (G, n) where G is a version graph, n is a node of G, and G ivg (G, n).
We now define a function TE that maps a value v from V into a transaction effect. 
Construction of TE. Let v (G, n

(e) (G, n) (ivg (G, x), x).
Thus n x and G ivg (G, x). Since G G2, G ivg (G2, hi). Since G is a subgraph of G2, p is a node of G2 and it remains to be shown that ivg (G1, p) ---ivg (G2, p). Substituting for G, this is equivalent to ivg (ivg (G2, n), p)= ivg (G2, p), which says we must show that p has the same set of ancestors in both ivg (G2, nl) and G2. Obviously ancestors of p in subgraph ivg (G2, hi) are in G2, so we must show ancestors of p in G2 are in ivg (G2, n 1).
By hypothesis, p is in G which is ivg (G2, n1), so p is an ancestor of n in G2. This implies all ancestors of p in G2 are also ancestors of n and so belong to ivg (G2, nl). [] The next lemma says that a noninitial value read during a serial run must correspond to an earlier transaction in the run. Suppose for some (Gj, nj) in the run, there is a transaction node x of G and an entity e such that xRen in Gi. Then there exists an < ] such that (Gi, ni) (ivg (Gi, x), x). Proof. Let s,..., Sk be the sequence of states specified in Definition 4.4. Since s.-1 is matched to TE (Gj, n), the definition of TE implies that Si_l(e) (ivg (Gi, x), x).
Since si_(e) does not equal so(e), one of the transactions must have written sj_a(e).
The only transaction effect that writes this value is TE (ivg (@, x), x). lq Next, the preceding lemma is generalized to show that every transaction node in a graph written during a serial run must correspond to an earlier transaction in the serial run. Suppose for some (G j, nj) in the run, x is a transaction node of @. Then there exists an <= j such that (Gi, ni) (ivg (@, x), x).
Proof. Because x is in ivg (@, n), there is a path from x to ni in @. Let the nodes on this path be xl x,. , x,n nj such that for all satisfying 1 -< < m there is an entity e such that xtRex+. The lemma is true if x nj. Assume the lemma is true for x related to n by a path of length m or less, and consider x related to n by a path of length m + 1. Then there is a y such that xRey in G and a path of length m from y to nj. From the induction hypothesis, there exists q<-j such that (Gq, nq)= (ivg (G i, y), y) . Since xRey in G, we also have xRey in Gq. Thus from Lemma 10.4 there exists < q such that (Gi, hi) (ivg (Gq, x), x). From Lemma 6.6, ivg (Gq, x) ivg (Gj, x). Thus (G, ni) (ivg (Gi, x), x). [3 COROLLARY 10.6 . If S is a consistent state, s(e) =(G, n) for some entity e, and x is a transaction node of G, then every serial run of transaction effects that results in s includes TE (ivg G, x), x).
Proof. In a serial run that results in s, the last transaction effect whose WRITESET contains e must be TE (G, n). Apply Lemma 10.5 with (Gj, ni)= (G, n). [3 Corollary 10.6 has established that for each node of the final value of entity e, a transaction effect occurs in the serial run. Next we show that members of the writers chain for an entity e actually occur in their chain order. LEMMA 10.7. Let s be a consistent database state resulting from So by a serial run of transaction effects, let e be an entity, and let TE (G1, n1),"" ", TE (Gk, nk) be the subsequence of the transaction effects which have e in WRITESET. Let s(e)=(G, n).
Then n 1,'", nk is the sequence of transaction nodes on the writers chain for e in G, and for l<=i<=k G ivg (G, hi).
Proof For 1 =< j =< k, let P. be the following predicate:
for 1 <= <= j, ni is the ith transaction node on the chain for e in Gi and Gi ivg @, ni).
We want to prove P by induction on j.
Consider j 1. The only permitted value of is i-1. Because (G, nl) is in the constructed set of values V, nl is in G1 and G1 =ivg (Ga, nl). Thus to prove P1, we need only show that na is the first transaction node on the writers chain for e in G1.
We know nl is on the writers chain because e is in the WRITESET for TE (G1, n).
Let x be the node such that xWenl (and hence also xRenl) in G. Since xRenj, the value of entity e read is (ivg (G1, x), x) by construction of TE. This value equals the value of e in the database state transformed by the transaction effect. Since the transaction effect is the first to write entity e, the value read is the value from the initial database state So, namely (G0, I). Thus x L and so n is the first transaction node on the chain for e in G.
Now assume that Pj is true for some j < k, and consider P+I. Case 1. i<j+ 1. Transaction effect TE (G/I, n+) reads the value (@, n.) that was written by the preceding writer of entity e, and writes the value (G./, n./l). Since P is assumed to be true, ni is the ith transaction node on the chain for e in G and G ivg (G, hi). From Lemma 10.3, ni is a node of G.+1 and ivg (G, ni) ivg (@+1, ni).
From Lemma 6.3, the ith transaction node (namely ni) on the chain for e in is also the ith transaction node in ivg (@, ni). Thus ni is the ith transaction node in the identical graph ivg (G+I, ni) and (from Lemma 6.3 again) is the ith transaction node in @+1.
Case 2. i= j+ 1. Because (Gj+I, n+l) is in the constructed set of values V, is in G+I and G+I =ivg (G+I, n+l). We now show that n+l is the (j+ 1)st transaction node on the writers chain for e in G+I. We know n+l is on the writers chain because e is in the WRITESET for TE (G.+I, n+l). Let x be the node such that xWen+ (and hence also xRenj+l) in @+1. Since xRen+l, the value of entity e read is (ivg (G+I, x), x) by construction of TE. This value equals the value of e in the database state transformed by the transaction effect, namely the value (@, ni). Therefore x =nj and niWen+l (definition of x). From case 1, letting , node nj is the jth transaction node on the chain in @+1. Since nWertj+ is in @+1, node n+l is the (j + 1)st transaction node on the chain in The proof of Pj is now completed. To prove the lemma, observe that since the last value written on e is (Gk, nk), s(e)=(Gk, nk), and hence Gk G and nk n. With these substitutions, Pk implies G ivg (G, n).
Finally, Corollary 10.6 implies that for every transaction node x on the writers chain for e in G, the serial run of transaction effects includes TE (ivg (G, x), x). Since every such x has e in WRITESET, the transaction effect appears in the subsequence, and x is one of the n. Thus n nk is the entire writers chain.
COROLLARY 10. show that the edges in aug (Gw) always go from an earlier node in the serial order to a later node. This will imply that aug (Gw) is acyclic.
Suppose xRey in G. Node y must be a transaction node. Assume x is also a transaction node. The corresponding transaction effects in the run are r(x) and r(y). Event r(y) by construction reads (ivg (ivg (G, y), x), x) from entity e because xRey in ivg (G, y). By Lemma 6.6 We now know that each transaction node x of ivg (G, p) corresponds to a unique transaction effect r(x) in the serial run. As in the proof of Theorem 10.1(d), we can define the serial order of these nodes, and extend the order to all nodes of ivg (G, p) by putting node I first. In a manner similar to that in the proof of Theorem 10.1(d), it can be shown that the edges of aug (ivg (G, p)) always go from an earlier node in the serial order to a later node. This implies that aug (ivg (G, p) These programs can be run concurrently as follows so that the information flow is that shown in Fig. 4 (a): P reads P writes P reads
The version graph and its augmented graph are cyclic. The run is not serializable: P must precede (2 because P reads the value of c written by (2, and Q must precede P because of However, it programs P and Q are modified to end atter the final write and to omit subsequent reads, the programs produce the same effect on the database as the original. The modified programs therefore also preserve consistency when run alone. Concurrent running of the modified programs produces: P reads P writes which gives the information flow shown in the version graph of Fig. 4 (b) (which is Fig.  4(a) with the two read operations deleted). Augmented 4(b) is acyclic (hence serializable) and produces a consistent final database state. But the two sequences of operations produce the same database state, and the final database state is the same for both 4(a) and 4(b) . The final database state in 4(a) is consistent in spite of not being serializable.
Thus the "if" part of Theorem 8.1 fails for straight-line programs. The information from Fig. 5 relevant to the consistency of data read by transaction R is shown in Fig. 6 . A number of edges have been deleted because they did not impact on the data seen by R. For example, the edge from Q to P labelled R was deleted because the value read does not affect any entity value read by R. A new kind of edge labelled y between P and Q was added because transaction R read a value of a reflecting the fact that P read the original version of y. Since the straight-line program for Q requires that Q write 7, from R's viewpoint P must precede Q. The serialization P, Q, R is a topological sort of Fig. 6.   FIG. 6 13. Conclusion. We believe the model used above is the correct one for general purpose concurrency controls. "General purpose" means the control must maintain consistency no matter what the criterion happens to be and regardless of the structure (straight-line or otherwise) used to program the transactions. The only imposition on the user is that he or she start with consistent data and only run transactions which preserve consistency if run alone. For consistency, the concurrency control need remember no information other than the version graph. The control must operate to keep the augmented version graph acyclic, for any cyclic augmented (writers) version graph is associated with an instance of inconsistency.
There is also danger in allowing a temporary cyclic flow of information, even when the control plans to break the cycle later with a rollback. The danger is that any cyclic augmented individual version graph is associated with an inconsistency and the individual transaction may be processing garbage.
There is a loophole for read-only transactions, although it is probably not worth exploiting in practice. Also, such exploitation may be considered unsatisfactory if one takes a stronger view of consistency than our admittedly weak mathematical definition.
The definition is good for inferring things that should not be allowed (e.g. cyclic information flow), but additional criteria may be appropriate in deciding what should be allowed.
The general conclusion is that general purpose concurrency controls should be designed so that the augmented version graph is acyclic. Except for the minor read-only loophole, this is the only way to maintain consistency.
